
MODERN SPROUT WARRANTY POLICY 
Modern Sprout LLC products are covered by the following warranty policy. In 
no instance will Modern Sprout become liable for any loss associated with the 
performance or failure of any product. Modern Sprout’s liability is limited to 
the issuing of a refund (if applicable), or replacement of the product with like 
kind.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Modern Sprout will repair or replace any Modern Sprout product found 
defective within one year of original purchase, unless otherwise stated. To 
exercise the warranty rights the purchaser must contact Modern Sprout at 
warranty@modsprout.com and obtain a Return Authorization Number, then 
return the merchandise with a copy of your proof of purchase (shipping 
pre-paid) to Modern Sprout.

See complete warranty statement online at:
http://modsprout.com/warranty.html

instruction manual
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Meet Modern Sprout

•      Top tray & 3/4 gal reservoir 
•      Clay pellet grow medium
•      Three net pots
•      Three black feeding tubes
•      Three clear air tubes
•      Water measuring stick
•      Power adapter 
•      Eco-friendly air pump
•      Pre-programmed timer
•      Flow control valve
•      Batteries & solar panel (included with solar model only)

-      Seeds/plants & organic liquid nutrients NOT included
 

WHAT’S INSIDE

Please read instructions before using your Modern Sprout 
planter. Visual learner? Watch our setup video at 
modsprout/setup.com. For more on hydroponic best practices, tips on 
gardening, and to participate in our growing community, visit 
modsprout.com. 

HOW IT WORKS
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NET POT
Don’t let its size deceive
you, the 3” net pots can
support large root

 
structures.

FEEDING TUBES
Transports water and
nutrients from the 
reservoir to plant roots

AIR TUBE
Pushes water up the feeding
tubes and oxygenates the
reservoir, so roots that grow
into the reservoir stay healthy.

WATER RESERVOIR
Holds 3/4 gal, requiring
infrequent r s. Check 
levels by inserting the water 
measuring stick through 
the top tray thumbhole.  

TIMER & AIR PUMP  
ENCLOSURE
The heart of your Modern 
Sprout planter.
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TOP TRAY
Holds net pots. Dress it
up with moss or river rock.

GROW MEDIUM
Reusable clay pellets retain 
water, support the root system,
and let roots breathe.

PRE-PROGRAMMED 
TIMER
Choose from 6 feeding cycles

 for a variety of plant types.

FLOW CONTROL VALVE
Establishes wat to

 each net pot.

TIMER & VALVE ACCESS 
DOOR
It’s magnetic. Push it and it will 
pop open.
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This Modern Sprout planter is designed for indoor use 
only. Most plant types require direct sunlight, so place the 
planter in a sunny window. Plants can be started from 
seed, young transplants, or cuttings.

What can you grow? The possibilities are 
endless. Our favorites for top-feed 
hydroponics are:

BEGINNER

INTERMEDIATE
warm weather (water-loving): 
warm weather (dry-loving):
cool weather:

ADVANCED

Lettuce, kale, & other green 
leafy vegetables

Basil, mint, & other water-
loving herbs

Geranium, snapdragon, trailing 

Cucumbers (direct sun in a 
south or west-facing window)

Cherry tomatoes (direct sun in 
a south or west-facing window)

Kale, Basil, Mint
Lettuce, Arugula & Chives

Oregano, Parsley & Cilantro 
Lavender, Rosemary & Sage
Spinach, Peas & Swiss Chard

Cherry Tomatoes, Hot 
Peppers & Cucumbers

Year-round

Year-round

Fall through spring

Late winter through fall

Late winter through fall
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TIP! Plants need water during the day when receiving light. Start the 
setup process in the morning because once the timer is set the 
feeding cycle begins.

SOLAR MODEL: The batteries must be fully charged before powering 
on the planter. To charge the batteries, use the plug-in adaptor and a 
wall outlet. When the light on the timer panel is red, the batteries are 
charging. When the light goes off, the batteries are fully charged.

1.    Remove these items from inside planter: clay pellets, power  
      adaptor and water measuring stick.

2.   Connect clear air tubes to barbed elbow on black  feeding tubes    
      and position joints near the bottom of the 
      reservoir. Then 
      clipped into the side of the reservoir.

3.   Insert the opposite end of feeding tubes through the side hole on  
      net pots Place top tray back on reservoir and  
      remove tape from net pots. Pots may pop up, but  will settle once 

4.   Plug in power adapter or solar panel on back side of timer  
      enclosure . Mount solar panel using hanger 

5.   Place planter in desired location. Most plants will perform best in  
      a south or west-facing window with direct sunlight.  

6.    Add 3/4 gal (2.85 L) of water (for seeds) OR nutrient solution     
      (transplants or cuttings) into the reservoir through a net pot.  
      Reference GROWING TIPS (pgs. 8-11) prior to  completing this  
      step for nutrient guidlines. When adding nutrients, always 
      reference the packaging for mixing ratios. 

      •    Plug in planter to wall outlet.
      •    Open side door and set timer to “setup” (always on).
      •    
           With a full reservoir and levers in closed position, adjust 1st  
              lever to 45˚ until water begins to pump out, repeat with 2nd  
           lever, and then slowly open 3rd lever until all three are pumping 
           approximately 1 drip/second ( .
     

SETUP
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TIMER SETTINGS

closed

       •    
      b locked. If you hear bubbling in reservoir, reposition hoses.
       •    

8.    Rinse clay pellet grow medium several times to remove dust.

9.     Add a plant, cutting, or seeds in a grow sponge to each pot (see
       GROWING TIPS, pgs. 8-11). Feeding tube should fall in the middle   
       of the plant’s roots or on the side of the grow sponge .

10.   Fill each pot with clay pellets, covering feeding tube. Starting 
       t setup, see GROWING TIPS          
       (pgs. 8-11).

11 .    Start your planter.
       •    Push open side door and set timer to desired plant type 
            (see TIMER SETTINGS, pgs. 7-8)
 each net pot
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TIMER SETTINGS
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GROWING TIPS
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GROWING TIPS

TIMER SETTINGS
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TIMER SETTINGSGROWING ON

•      The reservoir holds approximately 3/4 gal (2.85 L) of liquid. On          
       average, this can usually sustain small plants for two or more     

•      If a plant starts to wilt, it may not be getting water. Check to make  
       sure the roots have not blocked the feeding tube.

•      It is recommended that you rinse your reservoir and completely     
       change the water/nutrients every one to two months. To empty   
       and clean the reservoir, pull the feeding tubes out of the net   
       pots, then remove the top tray (with plants inside). Lift the 
       reservoir above the wooden enclosure and gently pour remaining    

       towel. If the plants are too large to remove the tray, you can   
       siphon out the reservoir using a hose (not included). 

TIP! Unearth more information on www.modsprout.com

It is recommended that you “deep” clean your planter every time you 
start new plants.  

      back of the timer enclosure.

2.   Remove top tray and disconnect black and clear tubes.

3.   Remove reservoir from planter box and soak in hot water for 5       
      minutes. Wipe with clean cloth and let air dry.

4.   To clean feeding and air tubes, remove black tubes from net pots   
      and detach clear tubes from control valve. Remove from planter   
      and soak in hot water for 5-10 minutes. Gently agitate tubes in   

      tubes. Allow tubes to dry completely before reassembling.

5.    To clean net pots and grow medium, remove from planter and   
       rinse in very hot water. Soak grow medium overnight.

TIP! If needed, you can use mild detergent when cleaning your 
planter. Do not use abrasive cleaners or run through a dishwasher. 

CLEANING
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SAFETY



SAFETY



MODERN SPROUT WARRANTY POLICY 
Modern Sprout LLC products are covered by the following warranty policy.  In no 
instance will Modern Sprout become liable for any lose associated with the perfor-
mance or failure of any product. Modern Sprout’s liability is limited to the issuing of a 
refund (if applicable), or replacement of the product with like kind.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Modern Sprout will repair or replace and Modern Sprout product found defective 
within one year of original purchase, unless otherwise stated. To exercise the warranty 
rights the purchaser must contact Modern Sprout at (312) 342-2114 and obtain a 
“Return Authorization: number, then return the merchandise with a copy of your proof 
of purchase (shipping pre-paid) to Modern Sprout.

See complete warranty statement online at:
http://modsprout.com/warranty.html
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